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Abstract

Query languages for XML often use path ex-
pressions to locate elements in XML documents.
Path expressions are regular expressions such
that underlying alphabets represent conditions
on nodes. Path expressions represent conditions
on paths from the root, but do not represent con-
ditions on siblings, siblings of superiors, and de-
scendants of such siblings. In order to capture
such conditions, we propose to extend underly-
ing alphabets. Each symbol in an extended al-
phabet is a triplet <e1; a; e2>, where a is a con-
dition on nodes, and e1 (e2) is a condition on
elder (resp. younger) siblings and their descen-
dants; e1 and e2 are represented by hedge regular
expressions, which are as expressive as hedge au-
tomata (hedges are ordered sequences of trees).
Such an extended path expression can be eval-
uated for every element by traversing the XML
document three times. Furthermore, given an
input schema and a query operation controlled
by an extended path expression, it is possible to
construct an output schema. This is done by
identifying where in the input schema the given
pointed hedge representation is satis�ed.

1 Introduction

XML [3] has been widely recognized as one of
the most important formats on the WWW. XML
documents are ordered trees containing text, and

thus have structures more exible than relations
of relational databases.

Query languages for XML have been actively
studied [1, 9]. Typically, operations of such
query languages can be controlled by path ex-
pressions. A path expression is a regular expres-
sion such that underlying alphabets represent
conditions on nodes. For example, by specify-
ing a path expression (section�; figure), we can
extract �gures in sections, �gures in sections in
sections, �gures in sections in sections in sec-
tions, and so forth, where section and figure are
conditions on nodes. Based on well-established
theories on regular languages, a number of useful
techniques (e.g., optimization [2, 5, 10, 14]) for
path expressions have been developed.

However, when applied to XML, path expres-
sions do not take advantage of orderedness of
XML documents. For example, path expressions
cannot locate those <section> elements which
have subordinate <�gure> elements immediately
followed by <table> elements.

On the other hand, industrial speci�cations
such as XPath [6] have been developed. Such
speci�cations address orderedness of XML doc-
uments. In fact, XPath can capture the above
example. However, these speci�cations are not
driven by any formal models, but rather designed
in an ad-hoc manner. Lack of formal models
prevents generalization of useful techniques orig-
inally developed for path expressions.

As a formal framework for addressing ordered-
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ness, this paper shows a natural extension of
path expressions. First, we introduce hedge reg-
ular expressions, which generate hedges (ordered
sequences of ordered trees). Hedge regular ex-
pressions are equally expressive as hedge au-
tomata (variations of tree automata for hedges).
Then, we introduce pointed hedge representa-
tions. They are regular expressions such that
each \symbol" is a triplet <e1; a; e2>, where
e1; e2 are hedge regular expressions and a is a
condition on nodes. Intuitively, e1 represent con-
ditions on elder siblings and their descendants,
while e2 represent conditions on younger siblings
and their descendants. As a special case, if ev-
ery hedge regular expression in a pointed hedge
representation generates all hedges, this pointed
hedge representation is a path expression.

Given a hedge and a pointed hedge representa-
tion, we can determine which node in the hedge
matches the pointed hedge representation. For
every node, (1) we determine which of the hedge
regular expressions in the pointed hedge repre-
sentation the node matches, (2) we then deter-
mine which of the triplets the node matches, (3)
and we �nally evaluate the pointed hedge repre-
sentation for every node. The computation time
is linear to the number of nodes in hedges.

Another goal of this work is schema transfor-
mation. Recall that query operations of rela-
tional databases construct not only relations but
also schemas. For example, given input schemas
(A;B) and (B;C), the join operation creates an
output schema (A;B;C). Such output schemas
allow further processing of output relations.

It would be desirable for query languages
for XML to provide such schema transforma-
tions. That is, we would like to construct
output schemas from input schemas and query
operations (e.g., extract, delete), which utilize
pointed hedge representations. To facilitate such
schema transformation, we construct a match-
identifying hedge automaton from a pointed
hedge representation. The computation of this
automaton assigns marked states to those nodes
which match the pointed hedge representation.
Schema transformation is e�ected by �rst creat-
ing a intersection hedge automaton which sim-

ulates this match-identifying hedge automaton
and the input schema, and then transforming the
intersection hedge automaton as appropriate to
the query operation.

The rest of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we consider related works.
In preparation, we introduce hedges and hedge
automata in Section 3, and then introduce hedge
regular expressions in Section 4. In Section 5,
we introduce pointed hedges and pointed hedge
representations. In Section 6, we study how
to locate nodes in hedges by evaluating pointed
hedge representations. In Section 7, we construct
match-identifying hedge automata from pointed
hedge representations, and then construct out-
put schemas. In Section 8, we conclude and con-
sider future works.

2 Related Works

Extensions of path expressions for capturing con-
ditions on siblings have been studied by several
researchers [21, 18, 7, 17]. Some recent papers
[21, 15, 12] consider schema transformation for
XML.

Among these works, [21] is the closest to ours.
Its patterns use regular expressions to navigate
both vertically and horizontally (i.e., ancestors
and siblings). Moreover, it provides schema
transformation, which they call \DTD infer-
ence". Their input schemas, which they call reg-
ular loto (labelled ordered tree object) type def-
initions, represent hedge local languages, while
their output schemas represent hedge context-

free languages. However, in our framework, both
input and output schemas represent hedge regu-
lar languages rather than hedge local languages.
Since all XML schema languages (except XML
DTDs) use hedge regular languages rather than
hedge local languages [13], we would argue that
our work is more applicable to such languages.

Neven [18] introduced pattern languages
FOREG and FOREG�. Patterns in these lan-
guages have both horizontal path expressions
and vertical path expressions. Furthermore,
he has established some equivalence between
his languages and monadic second-order logic.



In our framework, expressiveness of pointed
hedge representations are equivalent to hedge au-
tomata. Since monadic second-order logic and
tree automata are strongly related, we conjecture
that expressiveness of FOREG� and pointed
hedge representations are comparable. Schema
transformation is not provided.

Although [18] and [21] allow variables in pat-
terns, our framework does not allow variables at
present. As a result, a pointed hedge representa-
tion cannot locate tuples of elements. Introduc-
tion of such variables are discussed in Section 8.

Given an input DTD and transformation pro-
gram, Milo et al [15] check whether every result
of transformation conforms to a speci�ed output
DTD. DTDs are represented by tree automata,
and transformations are represented by k-pebble
transducers. Path expressions are not used.

Catapillar expressions [4] capture conditions
on ancestor nodes, sibling nodes, etc. Expres-
siveness of catapillar expressions is compared
with that of regular tree languages. Schema
transformation is not provided.

XDuce [12] is a programming language for
handling XML documents. Types in XDuce
are regular expressions of types. Operations
in XDuce perform regular expression pattern
matching. Furthermore, XDuce provides type
inference by using tree automata. However, con-
ditions on non-subordinate nodes such as ances-
tor nodes cannot be captured in XDuce.

3 Hedges and Hedge Automata

In this section, we introduce hedges (ordered se-
quences of ordered trees) and hedge automata.

Let � be an alphabet, and let X be a �nite set
of variables. We assume that they are disjoint
and do not contain either h or i. A hedge over �
and X is recursively de�ned below:

� � (the empty hedge),

� x (x 2 X),

� ahui (a 2 �, u is a hedge),

� uv (u and v are hedges).

For example, ah�i, ahxi, ah�i bhbh�ixi are
hedges. Note that symbols in � are used as la-
bels of non-leaf nodes, while variables in X are
used as labels of leaf nodes. Hereafter, we ab-
breviate ah�i as a. Thus, the third example may
be abbreviated as a bhb xi.
A deterministic hedge automaton M is a 4-

tuple <Q; �; �; F> such that

� Q is a �nite set of states,

� � is a function from X to Q,

� � is a mapping from ��Q� to Q such that
fq1q2 : : : qk j k � 0; �(a; q1q2 : : : qk) = qg is
regular for any q 2 Q, a 2 �, and

� F is a regular set over Q and is called the
�nal state sequence set.

Given a hedge, we execute a deterministic
hedge automaton M in the bottom-up manner.
First, we assign a state to every leaf node that
is labelled with a variable. This is done by
computing �(x), where x is the variable. Then,
we repeatedly assign a state to each of those
nodes such that their subordinate nodes already
have states assigned. This is done by computing
�(a; q1q2 : : : qk), where a is the label of the node
and q1q2 : : : qk is the sequence of states assigned
to the subordinate nodes. Consider the top-level
nodes in the given hedge and the sequence of the
states assigned to them. If this state sequence
is contained by F , the deterministic hedge au-
tomaton accepts that hedge. For example, ah�ix
is accepted if F contains �(a; �) followed by �(x).
The language accepted by M , denoted L(M), is
the set of hedges accepted by M .
Non-deterministic hedge automata are simi-

larly de�ned. The only di�erence is that the
range of � and � is the power set of Q. A non-
deterministic hedge automaton accepts a hedge
if at least one of the possible computations yield
a state sequence in F .

4 Hedge Regular Expressions

In this section, we introduce hedge regular ex-
pressions, which are as expressive as hedge au-
tomata.



Although there are many works [11, 8] on bi-
nary tree regular expressions, hedge regular ex-
pressions have not been studied in the literature.
To the best of our knowledge, the work closest to
ours is [20]. Their expressions capture the class
of hedge local languages, which is a proper sub-
class of hedge regular languages. Since any hedge
regular language can be obtained by applying
some projection to some hedge local language, a
pair of an expression and projection provides a
hedge regular \expression". Our work di�ers in
not using projections. In other words, our hedge
regular expressions directly capture hedge regu-
lar languages.
Recall that regular expressions for strings have

the concatenation and the closure (*) operator.
To introduce hedge regular expressions, we have
to provide two pairs of these operators. The �rst
pair creates new hedges by aligning hedges in
the horizontal direction. Meanwhile, the second
pair creates new hedges by embedding hedges in
hedges.
Although it is easy to align hedges in the hori-

zontal direction, it is not straightforward to em-
bed hedges in hedges. Where in a hedge do we
embed other hedges? As a target for such em-
bedding, we introduce substitution symbols.
Let Z be a set of substitution symbols. We

assume that Z and � [X are disjoint. A hedge
over � and X with substitution symbols in Z are
de�ned below:

� �;

� x (x 2 X);

� ahzi (a 2 �; z 2 Z),

� ahui (a 2 �; u is a hedge with substitution
symbols)

� u1u2 (u1; u2 are hedges with substitution
symbols)

Let U be a set of hedges with substitution sym-
bols, v be a hedge with substitution symbols, and
s be a substitution symbol. Hedges in U are em-
bedded in v by replacing each occurrence of z
in v by hedges in U . Di�erent occurrences of

z may be replaced by di�erent hedges. The set
of hedges obtained by embedding U in v at z is
denoted by U Æz v. When V is a set of hedges
with substitution symbols, U Æz V is de�ned asS

v2V U Æz v.
Now, we are ready to introduce hedge regu-

lar expressions. A hedge regular expression over
�;X; and Z is de�ned below:

� �;

� x (x 2 X);

� ahei (a 2 �; e is a hedge regular expression),

� e1e2 (e1; e2 are hedge regular expressions),

� e1je2 (e1; e2 are hedge regular expressions),

� e� (e is a hedge regular expression),

� ahzi (a 2 �; z 2 Z),

� e1 Æz e2 (e1; e2 are hedge regular expressions,
and z 2 Z),

� ez (e is a hedge regular expression, and z 2
Z) ,

A hedge regular expression e represents a set
L(e) of hedges with substitution symbols. L(e)
is recursively de�ned below:

L(�) = f�g;

L(x) = fxg;

L(ahei) = fahui j u 2 L(e)g;

L(e1e2) = fu1 followed by u2 j

u1 2 L(e1); u2 2 L(e2)g;

L(e1je2) = L(e1) [ L(e2);

L(e�) = f�g [ L(e) [ L(ee) [ L(eee) [ : : : ;

L(ahzi) = fahzig;

L(e1 Æz e2) = L(e1) Æz L(e2)

L(ez) = L(e1;z) [ L(e2;z) [ L(e3;z) [ : : :

L(e1;z) = L(e);
L(e2;z) = L(e1;z) Æz L(e) [ L(e1;z);
L(e3;z) = L(e2;z) Æz L(e) [ L(e2;z) : : :

For example, consider a hedge regular ex-
pression ahzi�z . Obviously, L(ahzi�) is



f�; ahzi; ahziahzi; ahziahziahzi; : : :g: To compute
L(ahzi�z), we have to compute L(ahzi� 1;z),
L(ahzi� 2;z), L(ahzi� 3;z); and so forth.

For every positive integer i, L(ahzi� i;z) con-
tains all hedges such that (1) their height is equal
to or less than i, (2) every symbol is a, and
(3) every substitution symbol is z. Therefore,
L(ahzi�z) contains all hedges such that (1) every
symbol is a, and (2) every substitution symbol
is z.

Given a hedge regular expression e, we can al-
ways construct a hedge automaton over � [ Z
that accepts L(e). Likewise, given a hedge au-
tomaton M , we can always introduce some sub-
stitution symbols and construct a hedge regular
expression that accepts L(M). The proof is out-
side the scope of this paper, but is similar to the
proof of equivalence of binary tree expressions
and binary tree automata.

5 Pointed Hedge Representa-

tions

In this section, we introduce pointed hedge repre-
sentations, which naturally extend path expres-
sions. Pointed binary tree representations were
originally introduced by [22, 19] and their appli-
cations to structured documents were studied in
[16]. But our pointed hedge representations han-
dle hedges rather than binary trees, and they use
hedge regular expressions rather than hedge (or
tree) automata.

5.1 Pointed Hedges

In preparation, we introduce some de�nitions. A
pointed hedge over alphabet � and X is a hedge
with one substitution symbol � such that � oc-
curs once and only once. For example, ahxibh�i
and ahxibhch�iyi are pointed hedges (see Figure
1).

The product of pointed hedges u and v, de-
noted by u � v, is the result of replacing � in
v by u. In other words, it is the only ele-
ment of fug Æ� v. For example, the product of
ahxibh�i and ahxibhch�iyi is ahxibhchahxibh�iiyi.

Figure 1: Pointed hedges and their product
(The left-top example is ahxibh�i and the right-
top example is ahxibhch�iyi. Their product is
ahxibhchahxibh�iiyi)

Figure 2: Decomposition of pointed hedges (the
right-hand side begins at the bottom and ends
at the top).

The associative law holds; that is, (u� v)�w =
u� (v �w) for any pointed hedges u; v; w.

A pointed base hedge is a pointed hedge of the
form u1ah�iu2, where u1; u2 are hedges and a
is a symbol in �. For example, ahxibh�i is a
pointed base hedge, but ahxibhch�iyi is not. Any
pointed hedge can be uniquely decomposed into
a sequence of pointed base hedges (see Figure 2).
For example, ahxibhch�iyi can be decomposed
into ch�iy and ahxibh�i.

A pointed base hedge representation over al-
phabet � and variable-set X is a triplet <
e1; a; e2>, where a 2 � and e1; e2 are hedge
regular expressions. The represented language,



e 3 u =

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

uk 2 L(<ek1; ak; ek2>)
�
...
�
u2 2 L(<e21; ak; e22>)
�
u1 2 L(<e11; ak; e12>)

Figure 3: Matching of pointed hedge representa-
tions and pointed hedges

denoted by L(<e1; a; e2>), is fu1ah�iu2 j u1 2
L(e1); u2 2 L(e2)g.

As an example, consider a pointed base hedge
representation <ahzi�z ; b; ahzi�z>, where ahzi�z

is the example hedge regular expression in the
previous section. Recall that this hedge regu-
lar expression generates all hedges such that ev-
ery symbol is a and every substitution symbol
is z. Therefore, a pointed hedge is generated by
<ahzi�z ; b; ahzi�z>, when the parent of � is la-
belled with b, the other nodes are labelled with
a, and the substitution symbols are z.

A pointed hedge representation over alphabet
� and variable-set X is a regular expression
e over a �nite set � of pointed base hedge
representations. A pointed hedge u matches
this pointed hedge representation if e generates
a sequence <e11; a1; e12>;<e21; a2; e22>; : : : <
ek1; ak; ek2>, u is decomposed into a sequence
of pointed base hedges u1; u2; : : : ; uk (i.e., u =
u1 � u2 � : : : � uk), and ui is contained by
L(<ei1; a; ei2>) for every i (1 � i � k). For
example,

As an example, consider a pointed hedge
representation <ahzi�z ; b; ahzi�z>�. A pointed
hedge matches this pointed hedge representation
if (1) the parent of � is labelled with b, (2) all its
ancestor nodes are labelled with b, (3) all other
nodes are labelled with a, and (4) the substitu-
tion symbols are z.

Just like path expressions locate nodes, a
pointed hedge representation r locates nodes in
hedges. For each node in a hedge, we construct
a pointed hedge by replacing the subordinates of

this node by �. If this pointed hedge mathces r,
this node is located by r.
Finally, we would like to point out that ex-

pressiveness of pointed hedge representations (to
be precise, pointed binary tree representations)
have been already studied [22, 19]. Equiva-
lence of monoid recognizability (pointed binary
tree representations) and recognizability (binary
tree automata) has been established. Hence, we
would argue that pointed hedge representations
are as powerful as possible in the framework of
hedge automata.

6 Evaluation of Pointed Hedge

Representations

We show an algorithm for evaluating pointed
hedge representations. Given a hedge, this al-
gorithm locates those nodes which satisfy the
pointed hedge representation by traversing the
hedge three times.
Recall that a pointed hedge representation

is a regular expression over a �nite set � of
pointed base hedge representations. Let � be
f<e11; a1; e12>;<e21; a2; e22>; : : : ; <en1; an; en2>
g.
For each ei1 and ei2 (1 � i � n), we construct

deterministic hedge automata Mi1 and Mi2.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that

Mi1; Mi2 (1 � i � n) share the state set Q, the
transition function �, and the transition function
�. That is,

Mi1 = <Q; �; �; Fi1> (1 � i � n);

Mi2 = <Q; �; �; Fi2> (1 � i � n)

If they did not share Q; �; �, we only have to use
the cross product of all state sets as a new state
set; that is, we use Q11 � Q12 � Q21 � Q22 �
: : : Qn1 � Qn2 as the state set, where Qij is the
state set of Mij . We then reconstruct transition
functions and �nal state sequences for this new
state set.
Again, without loss of generality, we can as-

sume that Fi1 = Fj1 or Fi1 \ Fj1 = ;, and
that Fi2 = Fj2 or Fi2 \ Fj2 = ; for every
i; j (i 6= j). If this assumption does not hold, we



only have to construct hedge regular expressions
for Fi1 \:Fj1, Fi1 \ Fj1, :Fi1 \ Fj1, Fi2 \:Fj2,
Fi2 \ Fj2, :Fi2 \ Fj2, and rewrite the original
pointed hedge representation.

Given a pointed base hedge u1ah�iu2 (u1 and
u2 are hedges), we would like to know which
pointed base hedge representation <ei1; ai; ei2>
the pointed base hedge matches. First, we as-
sign a state to each node in u1 and u2 by evalu-
ating the transition functions � and �. Let du1e
be the state sequence assigned to the top-level
node sequence of u1, and let du2e be the state
sequence assigned to the top-level node sequence
of u2. Pointed base hedge u1ah�iu2 matches
<ei1; ai; ei2> if and only if du1e is contained in
Fi1, a is equal to ai, and du2e is contained in Fi2.

A pointed base hedge does not match more
than one pointed base hedge representation. If
it matches <ei1; ai; ei2> and <ej1; aj ; ej2>, we
have a state sequence contained by Fi1 and Fj1

and another state sequence contained by Fi2 and
Fj2, and a = ai = aj . Then, by our hypotheses,
these two pointed base hedge representations are
identical.

We further assume that any pointed base
hedge match with some pointed base hedge rep-
resentation Æ in �. If this assumption does not
hold, we only have to add more pointed base
hedge representations to �.

We can now construct a classi�cation function
� from Q� ���Q� to �. Given state sequence
q11q12 : : : q1i, symbol a, and state sequence
q21q22 : : : q2j, this function chooses the pointed
base hedge representation <ek1; ak; ek2>2 �
such that ak = a, and q11q12 : : : q1i and
q21q22 : : : q2j are contained by Fk1 and Fk2, re-
spectively. The pointed base hedge representa-
tion that matches a pointed base hedge u1ah�iu2
is �(du1e; a; du2e):

Remember that a pointed hedge represen-
tation e generates a regular set over a �nite
set of pointed base hedge representations.
Consider the mirror image of this set, namely
fwk : : : w2w1 j w1w2 : : : wk is generated by eg.
Since the mirror image of a regular set is regular,
we can construct a deterministic automaton
N =<S; �; s0; S�n> that accepts this set, where

S is a �nite set of states, s0 (2 S) is a start
state, and S�n (� S) is a set of �nal states.

Now, we are ready to introduce an algorithm
for locating those nodes which satisfy a pointed
hedge representation. First, to each node, we as-
sign a state in Q by evaluating transition func-
tions � and �. Then, to each node, we assign a
pointed base hedge representation in � by eval-
uating the classi�cation function �; that is, we
classify the pointed base hedge comprising the
elder siblings (including their subordinates), the
node (which is assumed to have � as the subordi-
nate), and the younger siblings (including their
subordinates). Finally, to each node, we assign a
state in S by applying � to the assigned pointed
base hedge representation and the state of its
parent node. If and only if a �nal state in S�n
is assigned to a node, this node is located by the
given pointed hedge representation. Obviously,
this algorithm takes time linear to the number
of nodes.

7 Construction of Match-

identifying Hedge Automata

In this section, to facilitate schema transforma-
tion, we construct a match-identifying automa-
ton from a pointed hedge representation.

Suppose that query operations (e.g., delete)
are controlled by pointed hedge representations.
Given an input schema and such a query op-
eration, we would like to construct an output
schema. For this purpose, we have to identify
where in the input schema the given pointed
hedge representation is satis�ed.

The match-identifying hedge automaton con-
structed from the pointed hedge representation
accepts any hedge. But the match-identifying
hedge automaton assigns a marked state to each
node in a hedge, if and only if the node satis�es
the pointed hedge representation. From the in-
put schema and the match-identifying hedge au-
tomaton, we can construct an intersection hedge
automaton. This hedge automaton accepts the
same language as the input schema does, but
further identi�es matches by marked states. By



modifying this automaton as appropriate to the
query operation, we can generate an out schema.
In the case of extraction, we only have to use
marked states as �nal state sequences.

Careful readers might wonder whether con-
struction of such match-identifying hedge au-
tomata is possible. Hedge automata are bottom-
up, but pointed hedge representations capture
conditions on non-subordinates. Deterministic
hedge automata cannot predict what they will
encounter later. To overcome this problem, we
use non-deterministic unambiguous hedge au-
tomata.

The key idea is to make a non-deterministic
automaton N 0 which simulates N in reverse (Fig
4). That is, (1) if N has a transition labelled Æ
from a state s1 to another state s2, then N 0 has
a transition labelled Æ from s2 to s1 via Æ, where
Æ is a pointed base hedge representation, (2) the
start state of N is a �nal state of N 0, and (3)
the �nal states of N are start states of N 0. For-
mally, N 0 is de�ned as <S; �0; S�n; fs0g>, where
�0(Æ; s2) 3 s1 if and only if �(Æ; s1) = s2, S�n is
the set of start states, and fs0g is the set of �nal
states.

Suppose that N 0 has successful computations
(sequences of states) for a string. If we reverse
these computations, we obtain computations of
N for the mirror image of this string. Since N is
a deterministic automaton, it has only one com-
putation per string. Therefore, N 0 is unambigu-
ous: it has only one successful computation per
string. At each symbol in a string, N 0 may have
multiple choices. But only one of them leads to
a �nal state.

We construct a match-identifying automaton
<Q0; �; �; F 0>. First, the set of states Q0 is de-
�ned below:

Q0 = (Q� S � �) [ (Q� fs?g � fa?g):

Since we intend to use the classi�cation func-
tion � in the de�nition of �, a state in Q0 com-
prises a symbol in �. Use of S and Q in Q0 allow
simulation of N and Mi1;Mi2, respectively. s?
and a? are additional values for leaf nodes.

A set Q0
mark

of marked states is de�ned below:

Execution
of N

Simulation
in reverse

s0
�

s0

�(du11e; a1; du12e) ? 6

s1
�

s1

�(du21e; a2; du22e) ? 6

s2 s2

si�1
�

si�1

�(dui1e; ai; dui2e) ? 6

si si

Figure 4: Simulation of N in reverse

Q0
mark = Q� S�n � �:

Use of S�n implies that N 0 begins with one of
its start states.
Mapping � from � to Q0 is de�ned below:

�(x) =<�(x); s?; a?> :

Next, we de�ne a function � from � �Q0� to
the power set of Q0. Given a symbol and a se-
quence of states in Q0, this function returns a set
of states in Q0. The �rst ingredient (elements in
Q) simulates �. The second ingredient (elements
(S [ fs?g)) simulates N

0. The third ingredient
(elements in (� [ fa?g) is the symbol given as
input.

�(a;<q1; s1; a1><q2; s2; a2> : : : <qi; si; ai>) =
f<�(a; q1q2 : : : qi); s; a> j
either s 2 �0(�(q1 : : : qj�1; aj ; qj+1 : : : qi); sj)
or aj = a? for every j (1 � j � i)g

Next, we show that � satis�es the regular-
ity condition. The inverse image of �, namely
fq1q2 : : : qi j �(a; q1q2 : : : qi) = qg (a 2 �; q 2 Qg,
is abbreviated as ��1a (q). We use the same ab-
breviation for �.
Let us construct the inverse image of �. We

can easily show that ��1a (<q; s; b> (a; b 2
�; a 6= b; q 2 Q; s 2 S) and ��1a (<q; s?; a?>
) (q 2 Q) are regular.

��1a (<q; s; b>) = ;

��1a (<q; s?; a?>) = ;



Next, we consider ��1a (<q; s; a> (q 2 Q; s 2
S; a 2 �). Our previous de�nition of � imposes
conditions on each of the child nodes. Rather, by
eliminating those child nodes which do not sat-
isfy conditions, we have the following equation.

��1a (<q; s; a>) = h(��1a (q)) �S
1�i;j�n h(Fi1)Xijh(Fj2)

Here Xij is a set de�ned below:

Xij = f<q; s0; a0>j s =2 �0(�(fi1; a
0; fj2); s

0); q 2 Q
for every fi1(2 Fi1) and fj2(2 Fj2)g

h is a natural extension of a substitution de-
�ned below:

h(q) = (fqg � S � �) [ f<q; s?; a?>g

If a state sequence < q1; s1; a1 >
<q2; s2; a2> : : : < qi; si; ai> is contained by
h(Fi1)Xijh(Fj2), then s is not contained by
�0(�(q1 : : : qj�1; aj ; qj+1 : : : qi); sj).
Since regular sets are closed under substitu-

tions, concatenation, and boolean operations,
the inverse image of � is a regular set.
Finally, we construct a �nal state sequence set

F 0. The �rst ingredient simulates F . The sec-
ond ingredient (elements in (S[fs?g)) and third
ingredient (elements in (� [ fa?g) are de�ned
so that the application of � to the result of the
classi�cation function � and the �nal state s0
of N 0 yields the second ingredient (elements in
(S [ fs?g).

F 0 = f<q1; s1; a1><q2; s2; a2> : : : <qi; si; ai> j

sj = �(�(q1 : : : qj�1; aj ; qj+1 : : : qi); s0)

or aj = a? for every j (1 � j � i)g

It remains to show that F 0 is regular. As in
the construction of the inverse image of �, we
can rewrite F as below:

F 0 = h(Q�) �
[

1�i;j�n

h(Fi1)Yijh(Fj2)

Here Yij is a set de�ned below:

Yij =f<q; s
0; a0>j �(�(fi1; a

0; fj2); s0) 6= s0; q 2 Q

for every fi1(2 Fi1) and fj2(2 Fj2)g

Again, since regular sets are closed under sub-
stitutions, concatenation, and boolean opera-
tions, F 0 is a regular set.

8 Conclusions and Future

Works

Pointed hedge representations are natural exten-
sions of path expressions such that conditions
on siblings, siblings of ancestors, and even their
descendants can be represented. We have pre-
sented an algorithm for locating nodes by ex-
tended path expressions. To generate output
schemas from input schemas and query opera-
tions, we have constructed match-identifying au-
tomata from extended path expressions.

There are some open issues. First, is it pos-
sible to generalize useful techniques (e.g., opti-
mization) developed for path expressions to ex-
tended path expressions? Second, pointed hedge
representations are probably too powerful to im-
plement. In fact, the construction of match-
identifying automata is very complicated. It
will become signi�cantly easier if we use usual
path expressions only. Some restrictions on
pointed hedge representations might make the
construction easier while preserving expressive-
ness enough for users. Third, we would like to
introduce variables to pointed hedge representa-
tions so that query operations can use the values
assigned to such variables. For this purpose, we
have to study unambiguity of hedge regular ex-
pressions and pointed hedge representations. An
ambiguous expression may have more than one
ways to match a given hedge, while an unam-
biguous expression has at most one such way.
Variables can be safely introduced to unambigu-
ous expressions.
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